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Abstract. Distributed Shared Memory (DSM) systems typically support one consistency protocol [3,5,6]. However, recent work [1,11,12,14,17] proposes the use of adaptive consistency based on a heuristic analysis of recent access patterns. Although heuristic-based approaches can significantly improve runtime, the access pattern alone does not necessarily define the most appropriate consistency protocol. The size of updates and other factors related to the computing environment, such as heavily loaded links, heavily loaded nodes, bursty traffic patterns, and network latency all affect performance. Multiple access patterns within the application also make it difficult to select the most appropriate consistency protocol. This paper presents a measurement-based approach to the problem of selecting the most appropriate consistency protocol for the current application in the current runtime environment. We show that measurement-based analysis provides an accurate estimate of performance and therefore can be used to select the most appropriate consistency protocol, even in cases where heuristic-based approaches fail to select the appropriate protocol.

1 Introduction

Compute-intensive applications such as hydrodynamics, weather forecasting and genetic analysis play a vital role in scientific communities. These applications often require hours, days, or longer to execute, even on large-scale multicomputers. Performance speedup for these types of applications requires scaling the number of machines. As the number of machines increases, providing consistency among the machines becomes more costly. Consequently, selection of the most appropriate consistency protocol becomes very important for large-scale multicomputers.

Past DSM research has resulted in a variety of consistency protocols [5,6,8,13]. However, the most appropriate consistency protocol for a given application is difficult to identify and depends on a wide range of factors. In most systems, the application is stuck with whatever consistency protocol the DSM provides.

Some recent work, however, has explored the concept of adaptive consistency in which the DSM observes the application’s access pattern and then selects an appropriate consistency protocol [1,11,12,14,17]. Given an application’s recent
access pattern, the DSM uses heuristics to map the observed access pattern to a consistency protocol. For example, if a machine writes to shared data that is subsequently read by N other machines, the DSM may decide to use an update-based approach, such as that used in Eager Release Consistency systems [6,16], where the newly written data is immediately disseminated to the N machines. On the other hand, if a machine writes to shared data that is subsequently read or written by a seemingly random machine, the DSM may take an on-demand approach, like that in Entry Consistency systems [5] or Lazy Release Consistency systems [13] to delay the update until the data is needed.

While heuristic-based approaches can significantly improve performance, they do not always select the best consistency protocol for the application in the current environment. As one example, consider iterative applications that alternate between access patterns, such as the SPLASH2 [20] Water-Nsquared (Water) and NAS [4] Integer Sort (IS) applications. Both applications exhibit an access pattern where shared data is written and then read by a set of machines. Later, both applications exhibit another access pattern where the same set of machines wait, in turn, to write the data. A heuristic-based approach that only analyzes access patterns may choose an update-based protocol because it sees the set requires updates at least some of the time. However, as we show in section 5, the size of updates relative to the network bandwidth or congestion can influence which protocol is most appropriate, and Water exhibits sparse writes compared to IS. Consequently, an update protocol is most appropriate for Water but is often not appropriate for IS.

As a second example, again consider applications with alternating access patterns. A heuristic-based approach may change consistency protocols to react to each change in the access pattern. However, unless the consistency protocol change is made quickly, the access pattern may immediately change again, as in the IS application. Here, such a heuristic-based approach often does not use an appropriate consistency protocol.

As a third example, consider an application where each machine writes to distinct shared data, synchronizes at a barrier, then reads the data written by all other machines. A heuristic-based approach typically selects an update-based protocol for this type of access pattern. However, other factors such as network congestion, caused by the burst of communication activity at the barrier may severely degrade performance to the point where an on-demand consistency protocol would have been better.

This paper presents a new measurement-based adaptive approach to select consistency protocols. The objective is to measure consistency protocol performance to get a clearer picture of an application’s performance in the current runtime environment. The DSM estimates application runtime differences between consistency protocols by measuring each protocol’s consistency related activity. This approach eliminates the need for an “active user” approach, where the user actively modifies application code, executes the application once with each consistency protocol, notes the runtime for each execution, and finally chooses a protocol. We also note that the appropriate protocol may change over the
course of execution because of a remapping of work to machines or a change in the algorithm. In these cases, an active user approach is impractical because the user must detect the change, stop the application, modify application code, then restart or continue the application. To handle these situations, we are currently investigating ways for the DSM to continually reevaluate and rechoose appropriate protocols as necessary.

We present three approaches for measuring consistency overhead. Although these approaches differ in their degree of accuracy, we show that all three approaches can (1) be used to accurately determine the most appropriate consistency protocol for an application in the measured runtime environment, and (2) be used to accurately estimate the expected speedup (or slowdown) of one consistency protocol over another.

The basic mode of operation is quite simple and works as follows. A long running distributed application begins executing. Initially the DSM selects a consistency protocol, say an on-demand one. After some period \( P \), the DSM changes to another consistency protocol. Again, after another period \( P \), the DSM changes to a third consistency protocol. The application is unaware of changes to the consistency protocol. After measuring overhead of each consistency protocol, the DSM computes the expected runtime difference of one protocol over another and selects the protocol with the lowest observed runtime in the current environment.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses DSM consistency protocols and other approaches to provide the most appropriate protocol for an application. Section 3 describes our measurement environment and application interface. Section 4 describes the approaches used to measure and estimate consistency costs. Section 5 presents experimental results obtained from a prototype system. Finally, we summarize our work in section 6.

2 Related Work

Traditional DSMs [3, 5, 6, 9, 10] each typically provide applications with one consistency protocol. Such systems cannot provide the most appropriate consistency protocol for every application. Systems that provide more than one consistency protocol require the application programmer to specify the desired one, which requires detailed analysis of application or protocol behavior.

Recent works enhance DSM to adaptively choose a consistency protocol for shared data at runtime to provide the most appropriate protocol for runtime speedup. Adaptive consistency may also alleviate the application programmer of burdens such as the need to analyze an application.

Keleher [11, 12] modified CVM to provide a heuristic-based invalidate/update hybrid protocol so that after every write to shared data, CVM propagates updates to machines that previously faulted on the data. In situations when a machine does not read every write to shared data, however, the protocol may send unnecessary updates to the machine.
Monnerat and Bianchini presented ADSM [17] to enhance Lazy Release Consistency [13] in TreadMarks [3] with update protocols for lock-protected and barrier-protected data to reduce fault latency. In the case of lock-protected data, when the lock is acquired, ADSM propagates changes made when the lock was previously held. For barrier-protected data, ADSM heuristically analyzes the data's access pattern during the preceding three barriers. If during that period, only one machine modifies the data, ADSM then determines the readers in that same period. After the data is again written, ADSM propagates updates to the readers. If the access pattern changes after only one or two barriers, as in IS, the protocol does not change.

Rice developed ATMK [1, 2] to also supplement Lazy Release Consistency in TreadMarks with update protocols for lock-protected and barrier-protected data. ATMK reduces fault latency for lock-protected data with the technique used in ADSM. For barrier-protected data, ATMK heuristically analyzes the data's recent access pattern. At a barrier, ATMK propagates updates for data to machines that previously requested the data. If a machine receives such an update but did not access the previous update, the machine sends a NACK to prevent future propagation. When the access pattern frequently changes, as in IS, ATMK chooses an on-demand protocol when an update-based protocol is appropriate and then chooses an update-based protocol when an on-demand consistency protocol is appropriate.

Tapeworm[14] provides the abstraction of a tape for an application to record a series of shared data accesses. When the application later executes the same code, the application "replays" the tape to provide Tapeworm information about forthcoming accesses. The replay suggests which machines may read a write, so when the write reoccurs, Tapeworm sends updates to those machines and reduces fault latency. However, Tapeworm requires additional application code to manipulate tapes.

Lee and Jhon [15] also supplement Lazy Release Consistency with an update protocol. Their work uses application-level annotations of both shared data writes and the machines that read those writes to determine when and where to send updates after a write. To make such annotations, a programmer must understand the access pattern in detail.

These works either use heuristic-based analysis of access patterns to choose a consistency protocol for shared data or require additional application code, the latter which we do not require. While heuristics often choose the most appropriate protocol, they sometimes do not and may cause runtime slowdown. Our system, on the other hand, estimates the runtime differences between consistency protocols to identify which protocol provides the lowest runtime.

3 Measurement Environment and API

Although our measurement-based approach can be applied to the consistency protocols of any system, we will present the methods in the context of the Unify [7] DSM system. Unify provides a segment-based, single global shared
address space. Unify provides multiple consistency protocols: an update protocol like that used in Eager Release Consistency systems [6,16], an on-demand protocol like that used in Entry Consistency systems [5], and a protocol that combines both.

To use adaptive consistency protocols, a Unify application must follow semantics similar to Entry Consistency when accessing a shared segment. In short, one or more machines may concurrently read a segment. However, to write a segment a machine must have mutual exclusive access with respect to all other machines that want to read or write the segment. To mark the beginning and end of a shared segment access, a Unify application invokes Read_Begin(seg) and Read_End(seg) to specify the beginning and end, respectively, of a read-only access to a shared segment. Likewise, an application invokes Write_Begin(seg) and Write_End(seg) to specify the beginning and end, respectively, of a read-write access to a shared segment¹. Access primitives represent points in the application where the DSM may enforce the current consistency protocol. For example, suppose the DSM uses an on-demand protocol. When the application invokes a BEGIN, the DSM retrieves necessary segment updates. Similarly, when the DSM uses an update-based protocol and the application invokes Write_End(seg), the DSM disseminates segment updates to all other machines.

Unify provides a third consistency protocol, called a Demand-Update Protocol, that combines on-demand and update-based approaches. When a machine issues a Write_Begin, the DSM provides an on-demand protocol. However, when a machine issues a Read_Begin, the DSM employs an update-based protocol to disseminate updates to machines that previously read the data. The idea behind this dissemination is that if machines concurrently read the data, the first read after a write is a precursor of reads by the other machines. The dissemination then provides consistency more quickly than, say, on-demand approach that updates the machines one at a time. Our measurement system compares all three consistency protocols.

In this paper, we do not elaborate on how the DSM initially selects a consistency protocol. The DSM may select a consistency protocol or decide when to change to another protocol based on heuristics analysis as described in CVM, ADSM or ATMK. Alternatively, the DSM may change protocols after some period $P$, where $P$ is defined by the system or application as a period of time or other metric. In this study, $P$ is defined by the application as some fixed number of iterations, because behavior in an iteration tends to indicate behavior in successive iterations [18, 19]. The goal of this paper is to measure performance of each protocol in the current runtime environment and then recommend the most appropriate protocol for the application in that environment. In this paper, we also assume that the DSM employs exactly one consistency protocol at a time, but we are exploring ways to measure consistency overhead so that each shared segment may be assigned its own appropriate consistency protocol.

¹ In the remainder of the paper we will use the term BEGIN to represent either a Read_Begin or Write_Begin and the term END to represent the corresponding Read_End or Write_End.
4 Measuring Consistency Overhead

This section describes three ways to measure consistency overhead. In the first approach, called Access Time (AT), the DSM measures the wall clock time from a BEGIN to the corresponding END. AT represents a macro analysis, measuring not only consistency costs but all other costs that occur between the BEGIN and END. The motivation of AT is to measure all of the time machine spends accessing shared data. It can be argued this is the "perceived performance" and is what we want to optimize. Unfortunately, it also measures costs not associated with the segment, such as synchronization or changes in machine load. In the case where BEGIN/END pairs are nested, the DSM measures only the outermost BEGIN and END to represent the contributions of all nested accesses to the consistency overhead.

The second approach, Wait Time (WT), measures the wall clock time a machine waits for consistency activity. The idea behind WT is to measure the time a machine is idle due to consistency activity. It can be argued that this is a better measure of consistency cost, but it ignores the consistency protocol's effect on other components of performance, such as prolonged synchronization activity. When an on-demand protocol is used, WT measures the time a machine waits for updates to arrive at the beginning of a shared region access. When using an update-based protocol, WT measures the time a machine waits while the DSM reliably disseminates updates.

The third approach, Correlated Wait Time (CWT), measures the wall clock time of all consistency activity for which a machine may block. The idea behind CWT is to not only measure a machine's idle time, but to also measure the time spent propagating updates. Update propagation may slow the sending machine and delay its forward progress. CWT includes WT time but additionally measures the time from the first to last packet a machine receives via an update protocol. When an on-demand protocol is used, CWT measures the time for a machine to send a reply for an update request. Note that a machine may concurrently receive nested updates for two pieces of shared data. CWT measures such nested updates in a manner similar to AT.

5 Analysis of Measurements

We used the SPLASH2 [20] Water-Nsquared (Water), NAS [4] Integer Sort (IS) and Successive-Over Relaxation (SOR, included in the Unify [7] distribution) benchmarks to estimate and compare runtime differences between consistency protocols. Our test environment consisted of twelve 125MHz HyperSparcs, each with 64MB of physical RAM, interconnected by a 100Mb Ethernet. We separately ran each application with an on-demand protocol (OD), an update-based protocol (UB), then a demand-update consistency protocol (DU). During each execution, the DSM measured the consistency overhead for all approaches. We then compared protocols using the actual and estimated runtime differences to see whether our measurements could identify the most appropriate protocol and
see how accurately they estimated runtime differences. To obtain "total runtime performance" information, we selected a consistency protocol and ran the application for a period \( P \), defined in this study by the application as some fixed number of iterations. This was done for each application/consistency protocol combination. During each of these runs, we enabled our code to measure AT, WT and CWT consistency costs as well as runtime. Using the AT, WT and CWT measurements, we estimated the relative performance improvement of one consistency protocol over a second protocol by subtracting the measured cost of the first from that of the second. Similarly, actual performance improvement of one protocol over a second protocol is calculated by subtracting the runtime of the first from that of the second. We then compared our estimated improvement against the actual performance improvement.

For each application, we show four graphs. The first graph shows the total runtime of each consistency protocol. The second graph shows the actual improvement UB gives over OD. It also shows the expected improvement predicted by AT, WT and CWT. The third and fourth graphs are similar to the second, but compare UB to DU and DU to OD, respectively.

In the first experiment (figure 1), Water is executed with 2197 molecules for three iterations. Figure 1(a) shows the total runtime for OD, UB and DU as the number of machines scales from two to twelve. As described in section 1, Water contains two distinct access patterns. In the first access pattern, OD suffers because to read, a machine requests updates and waits, possibly for updates to propagate among other machines first. On the other hand, UB and DU disseminate updates to machines that read the molecules, and thereby reduce wait time. In the second access pattern, machines write in turn to molecules. OD or DU appears better, because they send updates to a machine only when needed. However, the writes are sparse, so the size of updates is small. Consequently, UB does not cause excessive overhead because updates may not be overwritten before a machine needs them. As a result, UB scales better than OD, and DU scales similar to UB.

The solid line in figure 1(b) shows the actual runtime performance improvement obtained by using UB rather than OD (taken from figure 1(a)). The remaining lines in figure 1(b) show the improvement predicted by AT, WT and CWT. Note that AT, WT and CWT all predicted that UB is better than OD. Moreover, they accurately predicted how much the improvement would be. In this case, AT and WT are within 20% of the actual difference, and CWT is within about 40%.

Figures 1(c) and 1(d) show similar comparisons for the improvement of UB over DU and DU over OD, respectively. Again, AT, WT and CWT often correctly predict the most appropriate consistency protocol.

IS sorts \( 2^{24} \) keys with density \( 2^{19} \) 3 times. Figure 2(a) shows the total runtime for OD, UB and DU as the number of machines scales from four to twelve. IS contains access patterns similar to Water, except that writes to shared data overwrite a large portion of the data. As a result, UB does not scale well because the DSM sends large, unnecessary updates to many machines. While OD scales
Fig. 1. Measurement analysis of Water: 1(a) runtime in seconds; 1(b) actual and estimated runtime performance of an update-based protocol (UB) over an on-demand protocol (OD); 1(c) actual and estimated performance of UB over a demand-update protocol (DU), and; 1(d) actual and estimated performance of DU over OD.
Fig. 2. Measurement analysis of Integer Sort: 2(a) runtime in seconds; 2(b) actual and estimated runtime performance of an update-based protocol (UB) over an on-demand protocol (OD); 2(c) actual and estimated performance of UB over a demand-update protocol (DU), and; 2(d) actual and estimated performance of DU over OD.
Fig. 3. Measurement analysis of SOR: 3(a) runtime in seconds; 3(b) actual and estimated runtime performance of an update-based protocol (UB) over an on-demand protocol (OD); 3(c) actual and estimated performance of UB over a demand-update protocol (DU), and; 3(d) actual and estimated performance of DU over OD.
better than UB, OD suffers when each machine reads all shared data and waits for updates to propagate among machines. DU is most appropriate because it employs an on-demand protocol when machines write to shared data in turn and employs an update-based protocol when each machine reads all shared data.

Figure 2(b) shows the improvements obtained by using UB rather than OD. In this case, UB is worse than OD for more than four machines. AT and WT correctly identify OD as the better protocol, usually within 20% of the actual runtime difference. CWT mostly correctly identifies OD as the better protocol but overestimates the improvement by 50%. Figure 2(c) is similar. In figure 2(d), AT, WT and CWT usually all accurately predict DU as the most appropriate.

SOR is executed on a 1000x1000 grid for 100 iterations. Figure 3(a) shows the total runtime for OD, UB and DU as the number of machines scales from two to twelve. Although UB appears slightly better than OD, the two are so close, it is difficult to accurately predict which one is better. As a result, we see that the improvement predicted in figure 3(b) by AT, WT and CWT dances around 0 seconds. In this case, the system is best off using a threshold to say that the predicted improvement is too close to 0 to be accurate. On the other hand, whichever protocol is predicted will not significantly affect performance either way, so either protocol will not be too bad a choice. This situation is similar in figures 3(c) and 3(d).

Out of 51 LAN situations (three each for six Water, five IS and six SOR configurations), AT and WT both correctly identified 48 (94%), while CWT correctly identified 47 (92%). In most cases where a prediction was incorrect, the performance difference was close to zero, and one can argue that the prediction was too close to call. In these cases, an incorrect selection gives roughly the same performance as a correct selection. Furthermore, CWT correctly identifies cases for larger numbers of machines. All approaches estimate runtime improvement usually within 20% to 30% of the actual difference.

6 Summary

We present three approaches for DSM to measure consistency related activity in order to (1) accurately identify the most appropriate consistency protocol for an application in the given runtime environment, and (2) accurately estimate the expected speedup (or slowdown) of one consistency protocol over another. AT, WT and CWT are all good at identifying the most appropriate consistency protocol.
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